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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we shall consider the relations between the scattering lengths and the 

effective radii in the s,P states, following from the dispersion relations tor NN scattering, 

The estimations of the contribution of NN interaction to the dispersion relations for NN 

scattering were obt.ained. by means of experimental data for np and pp scattering at low 

energies. This contribution is not large. Its value depends on a sign of scattering lengths 

in the S - states. 

* * 
* 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

The analysis of dispersion relations for NN scattering and their application for the 

analysis of experj,mental data is difficult because of the presence of the contribution of 

antinucleon-nucleon interaction. It concerns both the energy dependence of the total cross 

sections of NN interactions and especially, the unobservable region which remains even in 

the forward scattering. 

One may hope that the influence of nucleon- antinucleon interaction does not play a 

great part in the region of low energies. Under this assumption one may try to obtain(I,2) 

th.e approximate dispe.r.sion relations for NN scattering. They do not contain an unobservable 

region. 

To clear up the role of nucleon- antinucleon interaction- is interesting both for 

obtaining the approximate relations and from the general point of view. In the present 

paper an attempt is made to estimate the contribution of NN interaction to the NN scattering 

at low energies. 

The approach applied earlier()) in the analysis of the dispersion relations for 

scat~ering and basing on "effective range theory"(4) is used for this purpos~. 

The.relations between the scat~ering lengths and effective radii in different states 

were obtained for nN scattering in (J). They made a direct check possible because the 

Talues determined directly from the experiment entered into the final relations. It was 

shown that the result of the analysis depends strongly on the small phase shifts, . . 

Analogous relations for NN scattering incl~de the unknown characteristies of the NN 

interaction. The use· of.the data on NN scattering at ·low energies (and the energy depen

dence of total cross sections) makes it possible to estimate the contribution of NN inter~ 

action to the dispersion relation for_ NN .scattering. 

We shall consider the dispersion relation for NN forward scattering. HaTing written 

the NN scattering amplitude in the form: 

M: :g {~ -i-p~~)(6zn)-tit(~+ ~.!I')+d(~~)(crl~)+t(6}_}~6zi)} (I) 
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·where C,rn,n - unit vectors in the direc..ions kg:!: k8 and kg Xl<g, accordingly, and Cv~=mz+k: 

- one particle energy in the centre of mass system, we shall take only the dispersion 

relations for the quantity: 

~((:JJ:: ';:,' + 5pM(0°) 

The dispersion relations for NN scattering were considered by different authors(5 , 6 , 7 ,~) 

They were discussed in more detail by Goldberger, Nambu, and Oehme(B). A number of inter

esting considerations was given by Ioffe(6). 

=Neutron - Proton Scatterin~ 

The forward dispersion relation for the quantity °'np(w) may be written in the form: 

Re l°'hp (W)-{ (1 + ~ )c<np (m),.. I ( 1 - ~ )o(np'(m)]: 

- (ci- m')·11: . .!. I . + [ oi(c..,d +-m_) . 1 
- 4JT Z (c.,Jµ+w)(w~•mZ) " ( j!,m / (Wd- c,..,)(W~ - rri") 

P Joo dc,/[6'np(w') On,Y(W')] 1 Jm d , Jm°'np(c.,./) i 
-t-- -- -~--t--- + - C,J 

8JT' I<' w'-w w'..-w JT (w+w')(w'i--mz) 
m W(2.f'), 

where w -· total nucleon energy in the laboratory system. 

m,('A 
Xl 

8 --

. µ~ 
- nucleon and pion masses, w,_, == im - rn 

-" deuteron binding energy, Wd-= m - ZB+ B1/z.m - rn 
re,( (0):: 3·;,. ¼-~'l,ot 

-1-
(2) 

The effective radius "t
0
t was determin_ed by the relation (4.40) from /i;, the notations 

used here are, in general, the same. The term proportional to the integral from W(!,ul to 

rn ( the unobserYable region) and those including °'np (m) and 'Snp (w') will be considered 

as the contribution of nucleon- antinucle.on interaction 1n (2). 

Taking an inter-est in the values Re. °'"P ( w) at small 12 = ( ~;)2 we shall present the 

dependence of the phase shifts on the energy in formC 4) 
. . 

2L+J 
1. ctaS(i5

+
1Lr)=_!_ + i.z;t.>~~ -1-Q 11 1 :fl(25 .. '1.., ·) (J) 

t, o aL z. b L lg • r , 

where ai..;: a (Z 5t1L;)scattering length (at 1_ - O) in state with total momentum J , parity (-J)t.. 

and spin 5 kg=i~-m -nucleon momentum in the centre of mass system, and 
,, 

~ = J,__=(Z + 2 ~/- = Z 
1<s 'Ls 

(4) 

The scattering lengths in 
3
5

1
· and 

1
50 states are sometimes denoted as.Ot=a(\)

1
0~=0( 15

0
). 

In accordance with the determination (J) Ot <. 0 and o5 > 0 • The quantities in the centre 

of r:1ass are marked b;y the sign g • Using the expression for o< np in ternjs of phase shifts 

it is ,possible to obtain: 

1SJ CJg 1 cx,..p (w)=-. -
m ~kg 

00 
. idJ ~ t, Wt, I ;JJ' r 

[ (iJ+t)e, 5ino1 : - • m ijn · [_ (ZJ,-/)8 5Jno1 
JaO me , ~g J,e,& 

(5) 
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where. 6 J - phase i,hifts 

fall out oi5) ) 

in the states with the total momentum J • (Mixing coefficients 

As : . 4JT rn . · ·c,, 8Jr 
Onp = -I< · -. · Jni o{ np (Wg) =-.====;- Jrn o<.np (W) 

g W6 ✓ W'-- mi, 
(6) 

· · cGJ - . ~ ~I 
in the laboratory system d. np (W) is . expressed through o<.,,P. ( Wg) by the. relation : (Ac= mc: ~1-/0cm} 

· From· (J) and (7) 

(8) 

and 'the expression for Dnp (mJ 

Dnp( m} = ~e { 3 Q np(3 S,)etp[-i f npc3s,J] + Onp('S0 ) e-xp[- e f np(' So>]] (9) 

takes into account an i~elastic process-annihilation by means of /np(36,) and p np ('5 0 ) 

which are imaginary parts of. the phase shifts in the corresponding states of. np system. 

2. As in pa.per/Jl,we shall consider the relation, following from (2) if it is differen-

tia.ted .over . hL and putting that -l = 0. Taking into consideration the available experi-

mental data. we shall restrict ourselves by one differentiation. Denoting a derivative over 
z, . 
~ of Dnp(w) through nn; (W)_, and its value at w = m through D~p (m} and taking into 

account that all lengths are expressed through lie we shall obtain: 

D~p(m>+f[Dn~(m>-Dnp(m)]=Ac{-!;(~t-t-/·(';l/41-~i:ot -t- (IO) 

4 

I Joo de,/ [ G",,p (w') _ 6,,'p ((,./)] I J d ' J m olnp (w') } + - p -- . ---"'---- -t- -......,.-- + ~ c,.) --,---:-.--:--
• 8 lTI, i' w'-1 w'+1 JT (w'+1)(w 1Z--1) 

4 . wa,fJ) 

The contribution of the deuteron state in (2) is calculated within the accuracy of the 

terms of order ! , therefore, in (IO) t~e ·terms of order ~ if compare·d with those , 

written out are omitted in the second term on the right. 

The t~rms of order ( im tare omitted in. the term proportional to f 2 • 

For Dnp (m) from (J) and (7) we have: · 

Dn; (m) = F Dnp (rn) - 1~ /a2(So){a (150 ) +.f Z (1
50 )] + 3a"( 3S, >[ 0 <35 1 ) + (II) 

+ i1c3s1 )]-a<3Pa)-3[ac1P,J+ac3P1 J]-sa(-'PiJ} 

According to the experimental data/9 ,IO/ 
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~2 . . 
a (351 ) =-(0,537 .t O,OO't) 10 cm =-(ZS,6 :to, 19)>.c 

a <1So) =(Z,373 :t 0,007)· /0-
12

cm =(113 :t 0,33)Ac (I2) 

1 · -13 '1 
'Z( S0 ):7: 0 5 =Z,7-10 cm=tZ,81tAc 

J -~ 
7. (51 ) = 'Z- 0t = f, 7· 1_0 cm= 8, f lie 

from where 
, -12 

Dnp(m)=(0,190-!0,00Z.5)10 cm= 9,05;:\c (12') 
I g "\ 

Dnp (m) =- 9,ZO· /0 /\c 

1 ' The 5 0 state gives the main contribution when calculating Dnp(rnJ• Triplet $ __ ,.-scattering 

gives a' c.ontribution not exceeding 5% of that of a singlet one while an inaccuracy in the 
I 

value 0 05 results in an inaccuracy in the determination of Dnp (m) about I%. The contribution 

of scattering in p-states turns out to be smaller. If we make use of the predictions of 

pammel-, Christian, and Thaler•s potential/II/, for a rough orientation, the p-state contri

bution .d~es not exceed a value determined by an inaccuracy in the calculation of the deuteron 

term and will be comparable with D,,p(m). The estimation based on the Signell and Marshak's 

potential/I2/_ gives : 

a ( I P1 ) :: - 1 't 6/t ). C I a (3 po) = 5 7, 2 AC , a (3 P1) = - It 6' 5 ::i. C I a (3 Pi) = e 7, lU C 

The estimation of different terms in (IO) shows that the numerical contribution of deuteron 

state turns out to be more essential than the onemeson term which played an important part 

for JTN scattering. In practice the· presence of D,,p (rn) (in IO) in the considered low 

energy region does .not influence the result as one can see from \II) and (12). The quantity 

D"P (m) dees not exceed errors when calculating the deuteron_ state contribution. The small

ness of this term confirms the supposition about a small role of "subtraction" in the 

nonrelativistic region. Besides, this fact makes it possible to suppose that the contri

buti_on Dnp (m) is not large. For the_ time being it is not possible to estimate it directly. 

The contribution of the deuteron (in the righthand side at B =2,2 MeV, 1-JC?0t=O,6O8) 

is +(5450 :t IJ). The contribution of the one meson state - I62 at li(JT = o,oa and - I84 at 

,x]T =O,O9. 

The main difference between (II), (I2) and analogous formulas in paper/J/ consists in 

quite a different role of the S. and -P-states in np and ~N scattering. The presence of 

"resonance" JT-N interaction in the P-state leads to the following: D]l,t ( w) is an in

creasing function at low energies, while the "resonance" nucleon interaction in s state 

makes Dnp(w) decreasing at low energies. A sign of 0(1S
0

) is essential here. 

J. The calculation of a dispersion integral 

oo . I ( ') 
t f d w . <5 np w = 

J,,p(m)= 8JTZ, p1 ~c.,J'Z--{(w'-1) 

\.., 

Fnp (m) 

8 JTZ (IJ) 
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leads to the value 
. G . 

J (m)=- 7,70-10 =--965-to" 
np 8 JT;, ' 

(I4) 

(I5) 

All integration interval is divided into sections. On each section the function Gnp (w') 

(IJ), is approximated by a simple expre~sion. The Smorodinek,y 1 e formula,-~, is used in the 

region of kinetic energies up to 20 MeV. 

(I6) 

( E
0 

- kinetic energy of neutron in the laboratory system in MeV). In other region more 

. 'rough approximation ie used. The roughness of the appr?ximation <Jnp (w) at high energies 
. . I 

dGes not introduce any appreciable error, because the region w ~c:.>0 play the principal 

part when calculating (I5). When the dependence of Onp on energy is given by (I6) the 

contribution of this region is : 

F1 (m)=eim F1 (c,J0 )=eim j3F.t.<w0 )+F, 5 CCJ0 )}, 

· c.1
0 
.. 1 w., .... 1 . 

where, for example, . 
;x;i-

f+ r I (S) 

F (w)=Pf dC.J '<5,,p (w') =JTai('s >l-2..en/l<o+;):.} 
I~ o . 'l,' ·(,JI - CJ o l<o k'o - X + 

1 
i -

+ ( l<o + Kts )~ a.ictq £ - (. k~ + I< ~_)__5:.. at.ctq ~ } 
1<ts-1-<ts 1<15 · a k1s \I<,~ - l<!s/ l<z,s O kis · 

and analogous expression for triplet state contribution. 

of the equation: 

I!, 
In (I7) k'1~ 

(I7) 

'l, 
and kz.s are roots 

The contribution of the whole region of energies exceeding 20 MeV is no more than o,J % 

of the value in (IS). In an auxiliary region an interval of the energies > IOO MeV 

gives about I2% of the contribution of this region. 

4. Collecting results, carrying known quantities on one side (in IO~, we obtain 
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for a contribution of the nucleon-antinucleon interaction: 

"" 1 .. 

_I_J dw 
I 

Unp(w') -r _1_ j dw' Im c4 ,,~ (w') _ J..n - (m) = _ 1000 
8JT1, 1' 0-1'-r 1 JT (w'+1)(w 11.,-1) ~ "P 

1 w(ZJJ) 

(I9) 

Thus, a direct comparison of dispersion relations with experimenta_l data on np scattering 

· at low energies shows, that the contribution of nucleon-antinucleon interaction to the 
I 

nucleon scattering in this region is small. Hence it appears, in particular, that for 

this region of energies it ·is possible without a large error to replace the exact dis

persion relation (2) by an approximate relation 

Dnp(w) - D,,p (m) =(c.l-m2)[(wd.+m_)
1
li r~ (o) +-1-PJOC dw'. Gnp (w')} 

. _ . Z,m) (wd-w)(c...i'd-mZ) 8JTZ. 
1 

ii' w'-w 
(20) 

A relative role of the unobservable region decreases with the increase of energy. To obtain 

data o~: its contribution at different energies one can e~ploy the relation·(76) of paper/8/. 

Proton - Proton Scatterin~ 

The amplitude o<,,P can be expressed in terms of amplitudes of NN scattering in states· 

with certain values of isotopic spin d 0 • and d 1 by the relation: 

2 o(np -= o(o + o<:,-= o(.o + o(FP (2I) 

As a result we shall obtain a relation for pp scattering instead of (IO). It does not 

include a deuteron state contribution and the numerical coefficient before f 2 is changed. 

An unob5ervableregion includes also states of several mesons, with T = I. 

Instead of.(8) and (II) we have 

Dpp (m)" fa (15 0 ) = 56, 5 Ac · (22) 

D;P (m) = F { 0 5 - at (a?+ l 'ios) + o(3 P0 ) .-J~eP, J + ~ a(3Pz.Jj-:- 19, oo · to~ ,\ 0 

Employing an isotopic invariance and calculating only the contribution of the region up 

to 20 MeV for a corresponding integral by means of Smorodinsky•s formula, we have 

~ 0 f, j .d I< z 5 ~ 2, { ~'tcta ~ } · 
Ipp(m)=- 2,Jr. "i7+. Kzs =-18,75·10 ( 2J) 

The relation (I9). is replaced by 

"" 
. - 1-j dw' 
8JTZ, y . 

1 

1 ~ 
G"p"p(W') • t jd 1 ]moipp(W _ _!__D-(m):-2,500

1 c.,.J'+ 1 -+- Jr w (w'+1)(w'l--1) ~ ff 
c,J(l,f-') 

. . . 
what.points out one scale of the corresponding quantities in pp. and 

. (24) 

np scattering. In 

the analysis made this was the consequence of a fundamental role of the singlet scattering 

in (I9) and (2J). Thus, the approximate dispersion relation of type (20) in which 

f;. (O),= 0 takes place also for pp scattering. 

; 
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. Nucleon Scattering in the T• O State 

Using (2I) it i~ possible to obtain a dispersion r~lation for the scattering in the 

states _with· T = o. It will have the form of '(2) 1n the right~hand side of which one ·meson. 

state contribution is absent and a deuteron contribution is doubled. The relation (IO) is 

transformed accordingly. 

Instead of (8) we have ~, . 
D"',., (m) = ¾,0(351 ) = - 38,'t Ac', (25) 

instead of (Ii) . 
,_o,, 1 (4 ) . . 3 I a 2, ( 1 · - • 

1 
- · 

D,,,,.,(m)=~D,.,,N(m)-,g T ;,Qt Qt-t-i'Zot)-o(~) =E5160Ac (26) 

Here th~relative role of the p-states is higher, certainly, than in the cases considered 
. 

earlier. , However·, a· role of D ( m). is not significant as before. If calculating a dis per-

sion integral . 00 . I • . (O).. I 

J(ol l J dw 6,,J,.J(c,..)) 

"'"' (m) = 811'2, p 1 T. c,..,' - 1 

we shall limit ourselves to a contribution of region of kinetic energies, below 20 MeV, .then 

The deuteron state·contribution is now I0,900 and by analogy with (I9) and (24) : 

c,o t (DI t i (o) 

_i -· f dc,.J . (5 NJ (W) + _1_1 d(J' J,.., cf.,iiJ' (w'} - I D(o) (m) =-+ 300 

8JT2, '1.' c,.i'-t- 1 Jr. (w'+1)(c,./1'-1) ~ 11;r 
1 w(Z-pl 

(27) 

The approximate dispersion relation differs from .(20) by its numerical factor before r~ (o). 

DISCUSS I o·N 

As a result of this paper we shall consider the estimations of type (I9), (24), (27) 

and the foundation of the approximate relations of type· (20). The_ estimation (27,) is less 

.reliable, moreover all three relations show a magnitude of contribution of nucleon-anti

nucleon interaction to dispersion relation for ·NN sca~tering. 

The existence of approximate relations (20) can be .useful when analysing the experiment

al data on NN scattering 1n region of low energies, especially, when more delaiied data on 
.... f 

NN scattering in p-states will be ob_tained. 
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For the first time, the approximate dispersion relation ·for NN scattering was postulated 

in Blank.and l5aev'.s paper/I/.*) In this paper it is founded by a direct comparison with 

experim~ntal data. The main result ~f this paper - relations, type (IO) - can be employed 

to obtain data on contribution of.unobservabie region in the future, when d~ta on antinucleon 

~nucleon interaction in a wide region of energies will be available. 

It would be interesting to note that the conclusion about small contribution of NN 
interaction is connected with a sign of a 5 and at • 

-. The dispersion relations for pion-nucleon scattering were used at one time by different 

authors to determine a positive value of DJT+p and o( 33 below a resonance. In this paper 

when calculating the signs of NN scattering lengths 0 5 and at were taken from data on 

scattering of neutrons in parahydrogen and.orthohydrogen (see, for ex. /IO/). 
,·· I 

As D (m} is determined completely and Dnp· (m) is· determined by a singlet S -scattering, 
• PP 

a change of sign of O(' S0 ) wo~ld result in an important role of nucleon-antinucleon interaction 

both at low energies. It can be interesting to pay an attention to the fact that a positive 

value of 0( 351 ) is determined, from point of view of dispersion ·relations, by the presence of 

· real deuteron state, as this follows from "theory of effective range" (see, for ex/I4/). 

This analysis may be interesting for a discussion oi data on nucleon-antinucleon inter

action at low energies. The d113persion relation for NN scattering is obtained from (2), if 

we shall replace formally w - -w and o< np by,• o{ np in certain places. The role of 

one meson and deuteron states is decreased sharply but that of unobservable region is in

creased noticeably. In presence of necessary data the relation of type '{;ro) can be used 

to obtain an· est1ma_t1on of. contribution of an unobservable region in this case. 

The author expresses his gratitude to the late v.z. Blank and to P.s. Isae~ for 

many usefuI discussions and to J.A. Smorodinsky for useful remarks. 

Received by the.Publishing Department JO ~uly 1958. 

*) Paper/I/ includes an unnecessary section on the symmetrization of the scattering 
amplitude. 
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